
Sunday morning in Cape Town...wet and cold. 
 
The breakfast war in Newlands continues apace.  The R22 bottomless coffee deal does not actually include 
“bottomless” coffee and we were told in no uncertain terms that 2 cups is “bottomless” and no more.  Hmmm...that’s the 
end of Barristers...bad attitude there. 
 
Business is looking up and more leads came in to chase this week.  The issue is always lead time and if this continues 
then we’ll be nicely busy towards the end of the year. 
 
The Stormers are playing great rugby and their opponents are managing to lose.  Bulls next week...almost a local derby 
if a team nearly 1000kms away can be called “local”. 
 
A sure sign that I’m becoming more South African is that I’ve started to complain about rising prices.  I’m going native! 
 
Enjoy your week 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

5th June 2011 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Thanks for the tablet PC recommendations...much appreciated. 

Downloaded a Kindle book for $9.95 when the paper version is $34.99.  This tells you all you need to know about the 

future of publishing. 

Week 4 out of 8 coming up of the fitness programme.  I’ll be so thin in a few weeks that you’ll hardly recognise 

me...well, almost. 

I’m building a great network of local craftsmen.  Have found a good roofer, electrician, plumber and tile layer.  They’re 

all a fraction of what I’m used to paying and it makes a few household improvements much more affordable than in 

London. 

 

(06-02) 10:03 PDT Independence, Mo. (AP) -- 

Police responding to a rare alligator sighting in suburban Kansas City took quick action to dispatch of the beast, 

shooting it in the head, as instructed, while it lurked menacingly in the weeds leading down to a pond. 

It wasn't until a second rifle shot bounced off the reptile's head that the officers realized they had mortally wounded a 

concrete lawn ornament. 

A resident of a subdivision near the pond called police Saturday evening to report that his children spotted the alligator 

while they were playing in some nearby woods. 

After consulting a conservation agent, who told them to kill the gator if they felt it posed a danger, one of the officers 

shot it twice in the head before realizing something was up, said Tom Gentry, an Independence police spokesman. 

"It didn't move," Gentry said. "They inched up closer and closer and discovered it was a mock-up of a real alligator 
made to look like it was real." 

Searching for value 

http://www.fastpencil.com/publications/1220-Negotiate-For-Value
http://www.ashgate.com/default.aspx?page=637&calcTitle=1&title_id=6828&edition_id=9707
http://www.ashgate.com/default.aspx?page=637&calcTitle=1&title_id=3339&edition_id=5493
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Newlands breakfast war...round 2 

So I’m sitting in Barristers enjoying my R22 bottomless coffee breakfast when the coffee 
arrives in a tiny espresso cup. 
 
It was accompanied by the owner telling us not to take unfair advantage of his offer...he 
wasn’t quite that polite...and our punishment was that we could only drink coffee in tiny cups. 
 
This was petty beyond any value of coffee and the 4 of us paid up left and will not be back 
anytime this century. 
 
He won’t go bankrupt without our business but the word will get around...that’s for sure. 
 
At the same time this nonsense is accompanied by a coupon battle and value seekers are 
now all signed up for their daily email with each day’s special offer. 
 
In a world of discounts and specials it certainly doesn’t help if you antagonise your 
customers, especially customers with lots of friends and disposable income. 
 
If you’re going to have a “special offer” then stick with it or cancel it but don’t annoy the 
punters...they pay the wages. 
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Use the calculator 

Two local electrical stores are in competition. 
 
One is cheaper than the other but the dearer one has a better selection. 
 
We spoke to the more expensive one and explained that if they could do us a discount it would 
offset the fact that they were already more expensive than their competitors. 
 
I got a 10% discount as a result but as we all know 10% is just a round number so I’ll disregard it 
and go for more.  If I can’t get any more they’ve already said I can have some extra globes (bulbs, 
lamps) to sweeten the deal.  Nice variable, that one. 
 
So...the current state of play is that with a discount the more expensive store is now in line with 
the cheaper one.  I could get an equal discount with the cheaper store but their range is limited 
and they don’t carry much stock. 
 
I guess I could buy the tracks from the cheaper shop and the lamps from the more expensive one 
but I’ve lumped it all together to get as much discount leverage up front as possible. 
 
I’ll not bother to use a calculator to work out the savings but I’m trying to bottom the deal as best I 
can and maintain quality and service from the supplier. 
 


